


Free shipping for orders over $250.  Coupon automatically applied at checkout. 
Terms & Conditions 








Terms & Conditions 






	Free ground shipping for qualifying WarmlyYours orders placed online over $250.
	Excludes oversized items, custom items, expedited shipping, and freight shipping.
	Shipping via ground service is included via the most economical carrier option.
	Offer valid on orders shipping to the 48 contiguous states in the U.S. and 8 of Canada's provinces (not valid for Newfoundland and Labrador or Prince Edward Island).
	Cannot be combined with other offers or promotions.
	Can only be redeemed with online orders.
	Other restrictions may apply.
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Radiant Heat Panels









Infrared Electric Wall Heaters are an excellent way to add supplemental heat to any room. Radiant heater panels work by using infrared heat to radiate warmth directly from the panel to the solid objects in the room.
Not only are these wall-mounted radiant heat panels functional, but they are also a much more elegant and safe way to add supplemental infrared heating to an area than traditional space heaters.
An infrared heating system is a great way to experience the comfort and luxury of radiant heating.
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Radiant Panel Heater Features


	





Easy to Install
All of our wall heaters can be easily mounted to a wall horizontally or vertically.



	





Fastest Heat Up Time
According to the U.S. Department of Energy, radiant heat panels have the "quickest response time of any heating technology."



	





5 Year Warranty
Our radiant heat panels our backed by our 5-year manufacturer warranty, that guarantees our radiant heat panels to be free from defects in materials and workmanship.



	





Saves Energy
Electric wall heaters have one of the highest efficiency rates that reduces heating costs.



	





Fast Shipping & Simple Returns
With same day shipping nationwide, we're committed to getting your order to you on time. Plus, we don't charge restocking fees for unused products.



	





Clean Heat
Our vent-free heaters won't disturb dust, pollen, or other allergens like forced-air systems.



	





Safe

cTUVus certified




	





24/7 Installation Support
We're here to answer your questions every day – year round – round the clock.





















How do Radiant Heat Panel Heaters Work?




Have you ever felt warm standing outside in the cold winter sun? The sun's infrared rays heat you directly instead of heating the air around you. Wall-mounted electric heaters work the same way - they heat the walls, ceiling, and objects in a room. Those surfaces then release the warmth slowly and evenly.



Wall-mounted electric heaters provide a few advantages over gas or propane wall heaters:


	They are safer since there is no open flame or fumes.
	The heat output is more consistent.
	They can help reduce energy bills compared to heating the whole house.
	With no circulating air, there is less spread of dust and allergens.



WarmlyYours makes modern, stylish electric wall heaters to match any home's decor. Our infrared radiant panels provide all the benefits of zone heating for comfort and energy savings.


Learn more about how infrared radiant panels work 






What Square Footage can a Wall Mounted Heater Warm Up?




A wall heater will typically be used to provide supplemental infrared heating for a room. You can kind of think of your infrared heating system as a wall mounted space heater. Use the table below to identify the typical room size* that an electric wall heater can help warm up.


	Radiant Panel Wattage*	Warming coverage	300W Ember	43 sq. ft.
	500W Ember	71 sq. ft.
	600W Ember (Glass Only)	86 sq. ft.
	700W Ember	100 sq. ft.
	800W Ember (Glass Only)	114 sq. ft.



*This estimation is based on installing a radiant vent-free heater in a typical/average room. Actual results may vary based on a room's degree of heat loss, which can be impacted by a number of factors including ceiling height, number of windows, and insulation level. For a free Heat Loss Calculation based on your room, go here.









































































	
	
	
	













Ember Glass Radiant Heat Panels






Our Ember Glass infrared heating panels offer a range of attractive alternatives to traditional space heaters. These wall mounted heaters come in 2 different sizes (35" x 24" and 47" x 24") and can be hung up either vertically or horizontally. Ember Glass models are available in either white or black.


Shop Ember Glass 


Specifications

	Dual connection, each unit can be plug-in or hardwired
	Wall-mounted
	Available in 2 different sizes: 35” x 24” and 47” x 24”
	Available in Black & White finishes






Accessories









Ember Towel Bar
Starting from $69.00
Turn your Ember radiant heat panel into a towel warmer with a flat towel bar (available in brushed metal, black, and white finishes).




















































	
	













Ember Mirror Radiant Heat Panels






Ember Mirror panels are ideal for bathrooms, because they can effectively replace a traditional mirror and also function as a mirror defogger as they radiate warmth throughout the room. These dual connection (120 VAC) panels can be installed on a wall vertically or horizontally and come in two different sizes (35" x 24" and 47" x 24"). The Ember Mirror model can be used as a 3-in-1 option: heater, mirror, and, with the use of the towel bar accessory, a towel warmer.


Shop Ember Mirror 


Specifications

	Dual connection, each unit can be plug-in or hardwired
	Wall-mounted
	Available in 2 different sizes: 35” x 24” and 47” x 24”
	Can be used as a 3-in-1 option: infrared heater, fogless mirror, and towel warmer (with accessories)






Accessories









Ember Towel Bar
Starting from $69.00
Turn your Ember radiant panel into a towel warmer with a flat towel bar (available in brushed metal, black, and white finishes).
























































































	
	
	
	
	













Ember Flex Radiant Panel Heaters



Our Ember Flex radiant panel heaters, with their white finish and integrated frame, are the best way to combine the high-tech comfort of infrared radiant heating with a high degree of flexibility and functionality. These panels can be mounted horizontally or vertically on your wall, attached to your ceiling, or used with a low profile stand accessory. Additionally, these high-tech panels are "Dual Connection" meaning they can be used "as is" as plug-in models or modified by an electrician for a hardwired connection.


Shop Ember Flex


Specifications

	Dual connection, each unit can be plug-in or hardwired
	Wall-mounted, ceiling mounted, or stand accessory compatible
	White finish with integrated frame 
	Available in 3 sizes: 35" x 12", 35" x 24", and 47" x 24" 




Accessories









Stand Attachments
Starting from $49.00
Stand up your Ember Flex radiant heating panel in areas where it’s not practical to attach a heating panel to the wall or ceiling.
















Ember Towel Bar*
Starting from $69.00
Turn your Ember radiant panel into a towel warmer with a flat towel bar (available in brushed metal, black, and white finishes).*



*Excludes IP-EM-FLX-WHT-0300-CW






















Consult with a Radiant Panel Expert

Do you need to discuss your project with our experts? fill in the form below and we will respond within 1 business day.









Your name





E-mail




Phone










I consent to receive non-promotional SMS messages from WarmlyYours at the number above







Company name (optional)



Company Type
Company type (optional)
Architect Dealer
Architect Professional
Branch/Counter Location
Builder/Developer/HomeBuilder
Cabinet Designer
Cabinetry/Hardware
Civil Engineer
Commercial Maintenance Engineer
Concrete Contractor
Construction Engineer
Design Build/Consulting
Design Engineer
Designer
E-Tailer
Electrical Contractor
Electrical Engineer
Electrician
Federal
Flooring Contractor
Flooring Retailer
General Contractor
General Home Center
Generic
HVAC
Industrial Maintenance Engineer
K&B Showroom
Landscape Contractor
Lowes/Rona Canada Stores
Manufacturer
Mechanical Contractor
Mechanical Engineer
Media Agency
Other or Unspecified Trade
Paving Contractor
Plumbing Contractor
Property Management Professional
Radiant Dealer
Real Estate
Remodeling Contractor
Roofing Contractor
Sunroom Dealer
TJX Canada
Tile Contractor
Wholesale Distributor
Wholesale Plumbing Supply









Zip Code



Application type
Application type
Floor Heating
Snow Melting
Roof & Gutter Deicing
Pipe Freeze Protection
Towel Warmers
Radiant Panels
Mirrors & Defoggers
Countertop Heating







Please describe your project:









Add Photo or Floor Plan

























Request a free consultation »














The Technology Behind Radiant Panel Heaters



We have developed state-of-the-art infrared panel heater technology that outperforms standard electric heaters. Our newly engineered internal heating element achieves unmatched efficiency using innovative nano silver and nano copper materials.

Unlike common carbon-based heating panels, our patented design employs a new heat generating concept focused on safety, durability, and high performance. This advanced system yields the highest heating power while using the least amount of energy.

Combined with our specialized reflector technology that directs 100% of infrared rays outward, only a minimal amount gets wasted as ambient heat. This optimization of infrared output and minimization of convection makes our heaters incredibly energy efficient.

The rugged and reinforced panel construction also provides long-lasting stability without risk of deformation over time. Our leading infrared technology sets a new standard for efficient and durable electric heating.


	





Copper and Nano Silver Bar

Conductive polymer treatment on the copper connection as well as a special design of the nano silver bar, prevent hot spots and sparks as well as guaranteeing safety even in abnormal conditions or at very high surface temperatures.




	





Epoxy Ceramic Resin

Adapting high quality epoxy resin as the cover and bottom layer, our radiant panel heaters have a very good level of durability and no burning danger. Because the edges are perfectly sealed, there is no water leakage or electricity leakage risk. Being very thin, our panels can be installed in nearly any location.




	





Carbon Copper Polyimide Panel


Our patented carbon copper polyimide heating element enables outstanding safety, durability, and efficiency - making our infrared panels leaders in the industry. Compared to carbon fiber, our graphite mixture has superior heat resistance, low expansion coefficient, and thermal conductivity. Through precise formulation, we optimize ratios of carbon and graphite to achieve maximum heating efficiency for any power rating. This tailored combination of next-generation materials sets our infrared panels apart.











Electric Wall Heaters Videos











Introduction to Ember Glass Radiant Panels









Introduction to Ember Flex Radiant Panels








Radiant Panel Heater Catalogs & Articles











Radiant Panel Collection
 









How do Radiant Infrared Heating Panels Work?














Safe Radiant Heating Alternatives to Space Heaters










Radiant Panel Heaters Featured In











The Fritz tiny house is heated entirely by two infrared mirrors
 









Questions & Answers about our Electric Wall Heaters






How hot is the infrared heating system when in use?




The heater is very hot during use (up to 120° C or 248° F).









20 people found this helpful. 
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No










How far from the radiant panel will the heat substantially radiate and where should it be aimed?




Radiant heat travels through air, and typically heats up objects closer to the panel first and then the rest of the room later. Infrared heating from the panel can be easily detected from about 3-4 feet. Ideally, the radiant panel should be aimed onto the area with more use, since that will be the surface that will warm up first.









20 people found this helpful. 
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No










Can an Ember radiant panel be mounted on the ceiling?




Only the Ember Flex radiant panels can be mounted from the ceiling and they come with all of the necessary hardware to accomplish this.

None of the radiant panel heaters from the Ember Glass or Ember Mirror lines can be mounted from the ceiling.









18 people found this helpful. 
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No










How quickly does the radiant panel heat up?




The startup heating time for this infrared heating system is approximately 5 to 10 minutes. However, your room will not feel warmer immediately because the cold objects in the room (furniture, walls, ceilings, floors, etc.) need to warm up first. Once these surfaces are heated via infrared heating, the warmth will spread throughout the room.









11 people found this helpful. 
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No










What is an Ember radiant panel heater made from?




The heat conductor is carbon fiber pressed in an epoxy ceramic resin.









8 people found this helpful. 
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No










How far from the radiant panel will the heat substantially radiate and where should it be aimed?




Radiant heat travels through air, and typically heats up objects closer to the panel first and then the rest of the room later. Infrared heating from the panel can be easily detected from about 3-4 feet. Ideally, the radiant panel should be aimed onto the area with more use, since that will be the surface that will warm up first.









8 people found this helpful. 
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No










What should I do if my Ember radiant panel won’t heat up?




Verify 120V power at the connection of the panel to the circuit at the junction box in the wall (for hardwired connections), or at the outlet (for plug-in connections). Each Ember heater has a built-in safety switch that turns off the heating element automatically if it overheats. By unplugging or disconnecting the unit and waiting for about 10 to 15 minutes, the safety switch will reset automatically and the unit will be operational again.
 If you experience additional issues, please give us a call at 1-800-875-5285.









8 people found this helpful. 
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No










Do radiant heating products have polarity?




Electric-resistance heating cables and systems have no polarity. This includes all current WarmlyYours heating elements.









7 people found this helpful. 
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No










How does one know which size panel is correct for a room?




If you have a room with "average" insulation levels, take the square footage and multiply it by 7 or 8 watts per square foot. That will provide a good estimate of the watts needed to heat that space.









6 people found this helpful. 
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No










Do you have a calculator for monthly radiant panel heating cost?




We do not have a Radiant Panels Running Cost Calculator.  However, this can be determined easily by taking the panel’s wattage, dividing it by 1000, and then multiplying the result by the local kW/hr cost – then take this hourly cost and multiple by 730 hours to get a monthly estimate.









4 people found this helpful. 
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No










Are the Ember panels Listed by a Nationally Recognized Testing Lab (NRTL)?




Yes, they are cTUVus Listed.









4 people found this helpful. 
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No










Where is the on/off button for an Ember radiant heating panel?




There is no on/off button. If you're using your dual connection Ember radiant panel in the plug-in configuration, it can be unplugged when not in use or paired with compatible plug-in control devices like a timer. If you've elected to convert your dual connection radiant panel to a hardwired connection, the radiant panel should be wired to a hardwired control option like a switch, a hardwired timer, or a hardwired thermostat.









4 people found this helpful. 
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No










Is there a concern with children touching the radiant panels if they get too hot?




Radiant panels using infrared heating can get very hot on the surface (up to 248° F). For safety, it is recommended that your radiant panel be mounted out of the reach of children.









4 people found this helpful. 
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No










Are the Ember radiant panels in compliance with International Electromagnetic Fields (EMF) standards?




Yes.









3 people found this helpful. 
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No










On what side of the panel is the hardwire connection/lead located?




The power box, where the cord starts, is located at the lower-middle part of the panel (for vertical mount) or left-middle (for horizontal mount). See additional images in the product's image gallery.









3 people found this helpful. 
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No










How quickly does the radiant panel heat up?




The startup heating time for this infrared heating system is approximately 5 to 10 minutes. However, your room will not feel warmer immediately because the cold objects in the room (furniture, walls, ceilings, floors, etc.) need to warm up first. Once these surfaces are heated via infrared heating, the warmth will spread throughout the room.









2 people found this helpful. 
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No










What is an Ember radiant panel heater made from?




The heat conductor is carbon fiber pressed in an epoxy ceramic resin.









2 people found this helpful. 
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No










What should I do if my Ember radiant panel won’t heat up?




Verify 120V power at the connection of the panel to the circuit at the junction box in the wall (for hardwired connections), or at the outlet (for plug-in connections). Each Ember heater has a built-in safety switch that turns off the heating element automatically if it overheats. By unplugging or disconnecting the unit and waiting for about 10 to 15 minutes, the safety switch will reset automatically and the unit will be operational again.

If you experience additional issues, please give us a call at 1-800-875-5285.









2 people found this helpful. 
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No










Are the Ember radiant panels compliant with Restriction of Hazardous Substances Directive (RoHS), EC REACH (stands for Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemical), PFOS?




Yes.









2 people found this helpful. 
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No










Can Ember radiant panels be controlled with a dimmer?




We do not recommend controlling Ember radiant panels with dimmers.









2 people found this helpful. 
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No










Are Ember radiant panels product far infrared heating rays?




Yes, Ember infrared heating panels produce the best and most efficient far infrared rays. Ember panels convert electrical energy into heat with nearly 100% efficiency. A special coating on the surface is optimized so as to achieve maximum heat dissipation in the wavelength range from 7 to 10 microns.









1 person found this helpful. 
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No















Radiant Panel Customer Reviews

Rated 4.8/5 based on 30 reviews
We take pride in providing both exceptional service and great electric radiant heating products. But don't just take our word for it, check out what some of our customers have had to say.









Customer Service (Account Manager, Jennifer Melus) was great.


Ember Glass Radiant Panels





Customer Service (Account Manager, Jennifer Melus) was great. I had a problem with a defective panel that was burning off the white paint, emitting VOC. Jennifer was very helpful in replacing the defective panel. Although there were a few glitches during the process, their over all customer service was excellent! This is a huge reflection on the company, as they not only stand by their product but their Customer Service was very good!


Jay S. in Seattle, WA















Review


Ember Glass Radiant Panels





Customer Service (Account Manager, Jennifer Melus) was great. I had a problem with a defective panel that was burning off the white paint, emitting VOC. Jennifer was very helpful in replacing the defective panel. Although there were a few glitches during the process, their over all customer service was excellent! This is a huge reflection on the company, as they not only stand by their product but their Customer Service was very good!


Jay S. in Seattle, WA















Attractive and effective


Ember Glass Radiant Panels





Attractive and effective. Install went smoothly.


Moob'm I. in MANHATTAN, NY















great accessory


/en-US/products/line/radiant-panel-ember-accessories-towel-warmer-bar





The panel can fit two bars. We chose just one and love it! We put the bar on the lower slot so that the towels do not block the panel. The panel does a great job warming the bathroom and the towels are warm!


Amy K. in Chicago, IL











More Customer Reviews 
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Connect with Us:









































I picked the name “WarmlyYours” because I really felt that it embodied how we wanted to treat our customers and how we wanted them to see us - as a partner.












Julia Billen
Owner & President








Have a Question? Ask Julia 





Sign up for the latest radiant heating trends, installation tips, and more:
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USA




Canada
 





WarmlyYours US

590 Telser Rd

Lake Zurich, IL, 60047



Get Directions



(800) 875-5285

Mon-Fri, 7:30am-5:30pm CST
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